A fundamental problem in data fusion is to determine the veracity of multi-source data in order to resolve conflicts. While previous work in truth discovery has proved to be useful in practice for specific settings, sources' behavior or data set characteristics, there has been limited systematic comparison of the competing methods in terms of efficiency, usability, and repeatability. We remedy this deficit by providing a comprehensive review of 12 state-of-the art algorithms for truth discovery. We provide reference implementations and an in-depth evaluation of the methods based on extensive experiments on synthetic and real-world data. We analyze aspects of the problem that have not been explicitly studied before, such as the impact of initialization and parameter setting, convergence, and scalability. We provide an experimental framework for extensively comparing the methods in a wide range of truth discovery scenarios where source coverage, numbers and distributions of conflicts, and true positive claims can be controlled and used to evaluate the quality and performance of the algorithms. Finally, we report comprehensive findings obtained from the experiments and provide new insights for future research.
INTRODUCTION
As online user-generated content grows exponentially, the reliance on Web data is inevitably growing in every application domain. However, data can be biased, noisy, outdated, incorrect, and thus, misleading and unreliable. Massive data coming from multiple sources amplifies the difficulty of ascertaining information veracity. The problem of truth discovery is intellectually and technically interesting enough to have attracted a lot of prior studies, from the artificial intelligence and the database communities, sometimes investigated under the names of fact-checking [9] , information credibility [13] , information corroboration [8] , data fusion [14, 10] , conflicting data integration [5] , or knowledge fusion [7] . Truth discovery problem can be formulated as follows. Given a set of assertions claimed by multiple sources, label each claimed value as true or false and compute the reliability of each source. One major line of work extends truth discovery models by incorporating prior knowledge either about the claimed assertions (e.g., .
SIMPLELCA and GUESSLCA [13] ) or about the source reputation via trust assessment (e.g., SourceRank [1] ). Another important line of research aims at iteratively computing and updating the trustworthiness of a source as a function of the belief in its claims, and then the belief score of each claim as a function of the trustworthiness of the sources asserting it (e.g., TRUTHFINDER [17] ). In this line, several probabilistic models have been proposed to incorporate various aspects beyond source trustworthiness and claim belief, namely: the dependence between sources (e.g., DEPEN and its extensions [3] ), the temporal dimension in discovering evolving truth [6] , the difficulty of ascertaining the veracity of certain claims (e.g., COSINE, 2-and 3-ESTIMATES [8] ), and the management of collections of entities (e.g., LTM [18] ) or linked data [9] .
There are a number of challenges in truth discovery. The first challenge is a theoretical one since it is difficult to formalize a method general enough to handle various data set characteristics and truth discovery scenarios. We observe that none of the methods constantly outperforms the others in terms of precision and a "one-fits-all" approach does not seem to be achievable. Another challenge is related to the usability of the methods. Assumptions of truth discovery models and complex parameter setting make current approaches still difficult to use and apply to the wide diversity of information available on the Web. Related Work. Previous comparative studies such as the work of Li et al. [11] and [10] are based on real-world data sets and gold standards because, in practice, the complete ground truth often does not exist or is out-of-reach. Such gold standards are samples of the ground truth (generally less than 10% of the original data set's size). We claim that they are not statistically significant to be legitimately used for evaluating and comparing existing methods in a systematic way. Moreover, previous comparisons did not study important algorithmic aspects of the methods such as parameter settings, time complexity, repeatability, computational issues, scalability, and convergence of the algorithms. They did not test them extensively for a wide range of truth discovery scenarios systematically generated with the control of the complete ground truth distribution. The experimental framework and data set generator we propose for comparing the methods are novel, practical contributions to the field, so that others can use and extend them for benchmarking, parameter setting and tuning of existing and new truth discovery algorithms. Publicly-available data sets with complete ground truth are notoriously difficult to obtain. The data set generator can serve as a useful proxy for what-if scenarios and reproducibility, to understand, in a systematic way, the data set characteristics that have significant impact on the performance and quality of the algorithms. The goals of our study are: (1) To provide a clear explanation of each algorithm, and allow comparison of their properties by using common notation, termi- Table 2 . Notations nology, experimental set-ups, data sets, and test cases, (2) To provide reference implementations of these algorithms against which future algorithms can be compared, new data sets can be analyzed, and on top of which algorithms for different problems or applications can be built, and finally, (3) To perform a thorough experimental evaluation of the algorithms over a variety of data sets and report their performance and quality for a wide spectrum of parameter settings. This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we define the problem of truth discovery and describe the algorithms in detail. In Section 3, we present our comparative study based on synthetic data sets systematically generated to demonstrate the quality of the algorithms in various truth discovery scenarios. Then, we study scalability, and finally, we evaluate the methods on five real-world data sets. In Section 4, we recapitulate our findings and conclude the paper.
TRUTH DISCOVERY ALGORITHMS
We consider the truth discovery algorithms that take, as input data, a set of claims in the form of quadruplets (claimID, sourceID, dataItemID, value) and infer, as output result, a Boolean truth label for each claim. In addition, the truth discovery algorithms may also return T s , the truthworthiness of each source s, and C v , the confidence of each value v. For example, consider the four sources in the example of Table 1 (a) adapted from [5] . They provide claims on affiliation of four researchers such as (c1,S1,Stonebraker:AffiliatedTo,MIT). Source coverage (Cov) is 1 for S 1 , .25 for S 2 , and .75 for S 3 and S 4 . Only S 1 actually provides a correct value for each data item, from d 1 to d 4 , in conformance with the ground truth (GT). Depending on the number of distinct values per data item (Conf) -e.g., d 1 -d 3 have 2 distinct values -some algorithms can make random guessing or wrong decisions if some sources copy claims from another source. In Table 1 (b), source truthworthiness has been computed by DE-PEN and TRUTHFINDER algorithms. The precision is computed from the number of true positives in (GT) also returned by the algorithms (.75 and .25, respectively). Truthworthiness of S 1 is .0489 for TRUTHFINDER, whereas it is .0323 for DEPEN. Table 1(c) shows the confidence of each value computed by TRUTHFINDER. The values considered to be true by this algorithm are in bold. As illustrated by this example, truth discovery algorithms may have different precision and output results depending on parameter setting and data set characteristics. In this paper, we study the effect of both on the quality and performance of 12 truth discovery algorithms from the literature. We use the notations presented in Table 2. Each truth discovery algorithm is presented in detail with its pseudocode where refers to the computation of value confidence C v , and refers to the computation of source truthworthiness, T S .
We study the impact of various parameter settings on the quality of each algorithm and we analyze time complexity in Table 3 . We made several choices for the consistency and fairness of our study. First, we initialized source truthworthiness T S to .8 for all algorithms because it maximizes the precision of most algorithms. Second, we use the Book data set for this preliminary parameterization study. The Book data set has been formatted in different versions so that all algorithms can be compared from the same input data set. Third, we use the same convergence test for all algorithms: the difference of source truthworthiness cosine similarity between two successive iterations to be less than or equal to a given threshold, δ, as we will describe in this section. We will discuss these choices at the end of the section and conclude on this first set of experiments dedicated to parameter setting. Due to the space limitation, we had to limit the presentation of our results but we invite the reader to access the full set of the experimental results and codes in [2] . Algorithm. TRUTHFINDER relies on the honesty of the sources and follows the heuristics that a source providing mostly true claims for many data items will likely provide true claims for other objects. In Algorithm 2.1, the probability of a value being wrong is (1 − T s ). Thus, if the value is provided by many sources, then its probability of being wrong is s∈S v (1 − T s ). Following this general idea, the source truthworthiness in TRUTHFINDER is T s = v∈V S C v /|V S | in and the confidence score of a value is σ v = − s∈S v ln(1 − T S ). Logarithm is used to avoid underflow of the truthworthiness when the quantities are small. TRUTHFINDER adjusts the confidence score of a claim so that it incorporates the influence (or support) that similar claims may have mutually on each other as
TruthFinder
For instance, for a multi-valued data item, a source providing the values (AuthorA,AuthorB) for a book will support another source that provides the values (AuthorA,AuthorB,AuthorC) for the same book (but not inversely). The weight of such support between the values is controlled by the parameter ρ ∈ [0, 1]. The final confidence of a claim is then computed in with a logistic function to be positive. The damping factor γ compensates the effect when sources with similar values are actually dependent. Since TRUTHFINDER computes similarity between values, it can be dramatically affected by the number of distinct values to compare which explains relatively lower performance when the number of conflicts is high. Finally, TRUTHFINDER uses the difference of source truthworthiness cosine similarity between two successive iterations to be less than or equal to a given threshold, δ. The value with the highest confidence is then selected as the true value among the other (false) values for a given data item.
Parameter Setting. TRUTHFINDER has three different parameters to be set: ρ, γ, and T S . We vary every parameter value while fixing the other parameters' values as reported in the next table. We vary δ, the convergence threshold from .001 to 1E−5 without any change in precision but increasing of execution time from 435 ms to 526 ms (≈ +21%) for the Book data set. Finally, we use δ = .001 and the values that maximize the precision for the Book data set: ρ = .5, γ = .1, and T S = .8 (noted in the table).
Information Corroboration
Three algorithms have been proposed in 2010 by Galland et al. in [8] , namely COSINE, 2-ESTIMATES, and 3-ESTIMATES. COSINE in Algorithm 2.2 starts by initializing the confidence of each value and the truthworthiness of each source. Then, it iteratively computes source truthworthiness in as a linear function of the truthworthiness achieved in the previous iteration. For each claimed value, the value confidence is computed as a function of the current truthworthiness scores of the sources claiming this value minus the truthworthiness scores of disagreeing sources in . 2-ESTIMATES in Algorithm 2.3 is a probabilistic model for estimating source truthworthiness and value confidence. As in CO-SINE, 2-ESTIMATES takes into consideration disagreeing sources for every data item while computing the value confidence. It starts by initializing source truthworthiness and iteratively computes the value confidence in as a function of both agreeing and disagreeing sources claiming different values. Then, it computes the source truthworthiness in as a function of the confidence of all values for all data items provided by the source. Finally, both value confidence and source truthworthiness are normalized after each iteration with Normalize function. 3-ESTIMATES in Algorithm 2.4 uses a third parameter beside T S and C v : the value error factor, v . Then, for each value, the algorithm computes the value confidence in as a function of the value error factor and the truthworthiness of each source providing the value, as well as the truthworthiness of the sources claiming other values. The confidence is normalized and used to compute a new error factor per value which is also normalized. Finally, the source truthworthiness is computed in and normalized as a function of the value confidence and the error factor. As mentioned by the authors, the normalization function is critical for these algorithms to reach convergence to a non-local optima but the setting of λ is not documented in the original paper. Moreover, the authors used a fix point computation for testing convergence. Since they did not recommend it for being costly and not guaranteeing the convergence in
∀s ∈ S v : n s,tv,ov ← n s,tv,ov + 1 ∀s ∈ Sv : n s,tv,ov ← n s,tv,ov + 1 Sampling:
some cases, we used the same convergence test as TRUTHFINDER with δ = .001.
Parameter Setting. Information corroboration algorithms include four parameters to be initialized: T s , η for COSINE, λ, and v . We initialize T s = .8. For COSINE, we set η to 0.2 since it maximizes the precision. In our parameterization analysis on the Book data set, we faced unstable results for 3-ESTIMATES from one execution to another giving different results for precision, accuracy, and recall for certain values of λ. As shown in the table, based on 100 runs with λ = .8, the 95% confidence interval of precision varies from .9214 to .9587.
Fixed Values
Variables Precision
Finally, for the Book data set, we select T S = .8, η = .2 for COSINE, λ = .5, and v = .4 for 3-ESTIMATES.
Latent Truth Model
Latent Truth Model (LTM) proposed in 2012 by Zhao et al. [18] uses Bayesian networks for estimating the truth. LTM has two important assumptions on the format of the data sets it can handle: (1) the data set should contain only one attribute with atomic values and (2) LTM can handle multiple true values for the same data item. For example, in the case of the Book data set where a list of authors provided by a source s is (AuthorA,AuthorB), LTM actually takes as input two claims from s, each one having an atomic value that can be true such as: (c1,s,ThisBook:AuthorOf,AuthorA) and (c2,s,ThisBook:AuthorOf,AuthorB). LTM considers, for each source, its prior probability of true positive and negative errors, noted (α 1,1 , α 1,0 ) as source sensitivity, as well as its prior probability of false positive and negative errors, noted (α 0,1 , α 0,0 ) as source specificity. Finally, values with confidence higher than .5 are considered to be true, thus, for some data item, LTM may not detect any true value.
Algorithm. In Algorithm 2.5, LTM maintains four counters for each source, noted n s,tv,ov , where t v is the Boolean truth label for each value v, and o v is whether value v is actually claimed by the source or not. LTM first initializes the label of each claim randomly and updates the counters of each source. In each iteration, LTM samples each truth label from its distribution conditioned on all other truth labels, and the source counters are updated accordingly. LTM uses a collapsed Gibbs sampling process with K, the number of iterations required to define the sample size as (K − burnin)/thin. Then, LTM updates the values truth probability in by discarding the first set of samples (burnin parameter) and, for every n samples in the remainder (thin), LTM computes the average to prevent correlation between adjacent samples. Since LTM relies on the random initialization of the truth labels, as well as random sampling, we can not report the precision of one single run. In the original paper, average precision over 10 runs was reported. In our experiment, we reported the average precision over 100 runs because we observed fluctuating results with wide standard deviations over 10 runs. LTM does not compute source truthworthiness which gives an advantage in terms of execution time.
Parameter Setting. Nine parameters have to be set in LTM: (K, burnin, thin): the collapsed Gibbs sampling process parameters, α = (α 1,1 , α 1,0 , α 0,1 , α 0,0 ), the prior true/false positive/negative claim counts for the sources, and β = (β 1 , β 0 ), the prior true and false counts for the data item-value pairs. We study the values proposed by the authors for all parameters on the Book data set: varying one parameter and fixing the others successively and we observe: (1) No significant changes in the precision of LTM, neither for (K, burnin, thin) = (50, 10, 1), (500, 100, 9) or (2000, 100, 9) nor for β = (.1, .1) or (.5, .5). (2) For high α 0,1 and α 1,0 (.7 to .9) and low α 0,0 and α 1,1 (.1 to .3), the precision algorithm was low with high standard deviation (±0.32 in average) and minimal precision in the 95% confidence interval over 100 runs. We did not consider this parameter setting for α because of too high variability of precision. (3) For the remaining permutations of α 1,1 , α 1,0 , α 0,1 , and α 0,0 , LTM reaches stability in precision for 100 runs with small 95% confidence intervals (.002 in average) as follows. Finally, we select (K, burnin, thin) = (500, 100, 9), α = (.9, .1, .9, .1) and β = (.1, .1) to get maximal precision average over 100 runs on the Book data set.
Maximum Likelihood Estimation
Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) proposed in 2012 by Wang et al. in [16] is based on the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm to quantify the reliability of sources and the correctness of their observations. MLE only deals with Boolean positive observations (e.g., data items such as thisPerson-hasKids with True or False value). Negative observations are ignored. To be able to test MLE on the Book data set, we reformated every claim such as (c1,s,ThisBook:AuthorOf,(AuthorA,AuthorB)) such as two claims: (c1,s,ThisBook:AuthorOf:AuthorA,True) and (c2,s,ThisBook:AuthorOf:AuthorB,True).
Algorithm. In Algorithm 2.6, MLE starts with initializing the sources' parameters: a(s), the probability that source s reports a value to be true when its indeed true and b(s), the probability that s reports a value to be true when it is in reality false (similar to source sensitivity α 1,1 and α 1,0 in LTM). In the Expectation step, MLE iteratively computes the conditional probability of a value v to be true based on its source probabilities (a(s), b(s)), and on the probabilities of the sources not providing v (∀s ∈ Sv). Then, it iteratively computes the confidence of each value in . In the Maximization step, MLE updates the sources probabilities a(s) and b(s) in . The Expectation-Maximization steps are repeated until convergence of both a(s) and b(s). An important observation of MLE algorithm is when the number of sources tends to be very large, source probabilities tend to zero and C v tends to 0/0. MLE can not be used with a large number of sources (> 5,000).
Parameter Setting. Two parameters are needed in MLE: r and β 1 to compute the initial parameters of the sources, a(s) and b(s). β 1 is the overall prior truth probability of the claims (similarly to LTM). r is the probability that a source provides a value for all data items. In its original paper, MLE is tested on a synthetic data set with no indication on how to set these parameters. So, for the Book data set, we successively vary r and β 1 using a uniform constant value for all sources parameters initialization.
Fixed Values
Variables Precision, Accuracy, Recall r = .5 for all sources β 1 from .1 to .9 All equal to 1 for β 1 = .5 β 1 = .5 r from .1 to .9 All equal to 1 for r = .5
Finally, we select β 1 = .5 and r = .5 uniformly constant for all sources to get precision, accuracy, and recall equal to 1.
Source Dependence in Truth Discovery
DEPEN proposed in 2009 by Dong et al. [5] and further extended in [6, 4] is the first Bayesian truth detection model that takes into consideration the copying relationships between sources. DE-PEN penalizes the vote count of a source if the source is detected to be a copier of another source. DEPEN is presented with 4 extensions in its original paper [5] . Our study focuses on DEPEN, ACCU, ACCUSIM, and ACCUNODEP: ACCU extends DEPEN model and relaxes the assumption that the sources have the same accuracy and for each data item, all independent sources have no longer the same probability of providing a true value. ACCUSIM extends ACCU to take into account value similarity, and ACCUNODEP assumes that all sources are independent.
Algorithm. Algorithm 2.7 presents DEPEN and starts by initializing all sources' truthworthiness to .8. For every data item, it selects the true value by majority voting, and computes the dependence between sources with CompDepen(s i , s j , α, n) function where α is the a priori probability that s i and s j are dependent, and n is the number of false values per data item. To iteratively compute the value confidence in , the sources claiming the considered value are first ordered by their dependence probabilities with orderByDepen(S v ) function. Then, each source's voteCount is computed in a way that minimizes the vote if the source is dependent on other sources in Pre, the list of ranked sources, such as voteCount= s j ∈Pre (1 − c.depen(s,s j )), with c the probability that a value provided by a copier is copied. voteCount is then weighted by t scores , the source's score to compute the value confidence. Source truthworthiness is computed iteratively in as a function of the confidence of all values claimed by the sources. True values are expected to be the values with the highest confidence. In ACCUNODEP, no dependence computation is needed, and voteCount is always 1. In ACCU and ACCUSIM, the algorithm computes value confidence with t scores = ln(nT s /(1 − T s )), whereas in DEPEN, t scores = 1. In ACCUSIM, the value similarity is considered for the confidence computation in each iteration and,
It is worth noticing that DEPEN model and its extensions estimate the source voteCount for a given value based on ordering the sources by decreasing dependence probability. This ordering could be different from one run to the next, because two sources with the same dependence probabilities could appear in different positions. We observed that this dependence-based ordering introduced small fluctuations of the quality metrics for 20 executions of the models with the same parameterization on the Book data set. In particular, we observe DEPEN precision (.9814 ± .0002), ACCU precision (.9741 ± .0061) and ACCUSIM precision (.9413 ± .0051). To mitigate this problem, we decided to use the lexical ordering rather than the dependence probability-based ordering of the sources. This sightly improves the quality of the models by +.02 (DEPEN LEX precision .9814, ACCU LEX precision .9809, and ACCUSIM LEX precision 0.973) for the Book data set and it also improves the stability of the results that remain constant from one run to another.
Parameter Setting. Fixing ρ = .5 and n = 100, we study various parametrization setting reported in the table. Algorithm 2.8:
.
s ∈Sv Table 3 . Time Complexity Analysis
Latent Credibility Analysis
Latent Credibility Analysis (LCA) proposed in 2013 by Pasternack and Roth in [13] is a probabilistic model that also uses the Expectation Maximization algorithm to calculate the probability of a claim being true, by grouping claims related to the same data items into mutual exclusion sets where only one true claim exists. Four LCA variants have been proposed in the original paper. In our study, we focus on: SIMPLELCA and GUESSLCA. Both algorithms require W, a confidence matrix that expresses the confidence of each source s in its assertions for each data item d (with w s,d elements). Typically, w s,d will be 1 if the source s asserts with full certainty a value for d, or 0 if the source says nothing about d. SimpleLCA is the simplest and straightforward approach where each source has a probability of being honest and all sources are considered to be independent. In the Expectation step of Algorithm 2.8, SIMPLELCA iteratively computes the confidence of each value in with β 1 , the prior truth probability of the claimed value (similarly to LTM and MLE). Then, SIMPLELCA iteratively computes the source truthworthiness in the Maximization step in , in the same way as TRUTHFINDER, averaging the confidence of the values that the source provides weighted by the certainty of the source on each of its assertions. GuessLCA. GUESSLCA extends SIMPLELCA with the probability of a source guessing when being honest, noted p gv . GUESSLCA rewards hard claims with correct truth label and penalizes getting easy claims wrong. It also assumes that no source will do worse than guessing, which is a significant advantage over other methods for pessimistic scenarios, as we will see in the next section. p gv can be uniformly constant or set to the distribution of sources asserting the claims for a given data item. The main assumption is that a guessing source chooses randomly according to the distribution of votes. In Algorithm 2.9, the confidence of value v is computed in as the product of β 1 with the probability that the sources assert v as a true claim knowing the truth and also guessing as T S + (1 − T S )p gv , and the probability of not knowing the truth and guessing as (1 − T S )p gv for s ∈ Sv to the power w s,d , the source's confidence in the value it claims for each data item. Source truthworthiness is computed in . Convergence test for the LCA models was not explicitly mentioned in the original paper, only the required number of iterations was stated to be 50 iterations. In our experiments, we use the same convergence test as for the other methods: the difference of cosine similarity of both source truthworthiness and value confidence between two iterations, to be less than or equal to δ = .001.
Parameter Setting. Similarly to LTM and MLE, LCA models require, as input parameters, the prior truth probability β 1 and the honesty of the sources, noted T S in our notation. We tested various parameter settings on the Book data set. We finally select β 1 = .5 and T S = .8 for maximizing precision of LCA models. 
Conclusions on Parameter Setting
The main conclusions of our parameterization study are mainly related to the modeling assumptions, the usability of the algorithms, and the repeatability of the results.
(1) Modeling Assumptions. First, all methods rely on various assumptions that have direct impact on the quality and applicability of the models: (A1)-a source is supposed to contribute uniformly to all the claims it expresses. In every algorithm, T S and a priori probabilities are uniformly distributed either across all sources or all claims. As a consequence, the models do not explicitly consider both the expertise of certain sources (which can be either general or more specialized on particular topics or claims) and the hardness of certain claims (except 3-ESTIMATES or GUESSLCA). Only LCA models express the degree of certainty some sources may have on their claimed values. (A2)-Concerning the type of the claims as inputs of the algorithms: all claims are assumed to be positive and directly attributed to a source, i.e., cases such as "S claims that A is false", or "S does not claim A is true", or "According to S 1 , S 2 claims that A is true" are not considered in the models we studied. For LTM, claim structure is restricted to single-property assertions and MLE requires Boolean values to be comparable with other algorithms. This requisites may cause information omissions or distortions due to data formatting. Except for LTM, (A3)-all models consider that exactly one of the claims for a given data item has to be true. Thus, multiple views of the truth are not modeled. None of the models penalize the sources claiming multiple values (similar or distinct) for the same data item. Except DEPEN and its recent extensions in [14] , (A4)-sources and claims are assumed to be independent, as well as real-world objects they refer to.
(2) Usability. Our main observation is that all models require complex, ad hoc parameter setting and tuning depending on the considered data set. We observe that the parameter settings we selected to maximize precision for the Book data set do not maximize precision of the algorithms when they are applied to other data sets.
Control Parameter
Value Description Number of sources (S) 50 ; 1,000 to 10,000 The number of sources providing claims: |S | = 50 in Section 3.1 and from 1,000 to 10,000 in Section 3.2.
Number of data items (D)
1,000 ; 100 to 10,000 The number of data items, i.e., pairs of (object,attribute) with claimed values: |D| =1,000 in Section 3.1 and from 100 to 10,000 in Section 3. 
Table 4. Parameters for Synthetic Data Sets Generation for Configurating a Truth Discovery Scenario
The gold standard of the Book data set represents 7.91% of the data set. We argue that it is not representative enough for a systematic, rigorous comparison of the algorithms' quality. Optimal parameterization of the algorithms based on a real-world data set is jeopardized when the ground truth is partial and reduced to samples of the real-world data set. This problem actually motivated us to develop a framework and a synthetic data set generator to systematically control the complete ground truth distribution, as we will describe in the next section.
(3) Repeatability. We make several observations from the parameterization study on the Book data set. First, T S initialization (uniformly constant across the sources) generally does not have an impact on the algorithms' precision. Most importantly, we observe unstable results of 3-ESTIMATES and LTM over multiple runs. The authors of 3-ESTIMATES introduced a normalization function to reach convergence but the parameter setting (λ) of this function generates results that are not reproducible from one execution to another. Due to randomization, LTM requires more than 100 executions to reduce the standard deviation and 95% confidence interval of the averaged precision, but only for certain settings of α 1 (source sensitivity) on the Book data set, regardless of the number of LTM iterations or β settings. Two other important observations concern the computational issues and convergence of MLE, LCA, and LTM. As a common problem in Bayesian computation, the product of prior probabilities may be too small to be represented as a floating point number and the calculation involving these numbers may underflow to zero and produce NaN results. MLE and LCA algorithms suffer from this problem when the number of sources is greater than 5,000. One way to overcome this problem is to use log in the value confidence computation (similarly to TRUTHFINDER). Concerning convergence, we use the difference of sources' truthworthiness cosine similarity between two successive iterations to be less than or equal to δ = .001 as a convergence test for all algorithms. However, LTM requires a number of iterations K as input. Although LTM may reach maximal precision after few runs, it iterates until K and requires multiple runs (> 100 runs). As we will see in the next section, convergence of LCA models is not reached in certain cases after 500 iterations, which is the fixed limit in our experiments.
COMPARATIVE EXPERIMENTS
A first set of experiments has been conducted over synthetic data sets to evaluate the quality (Section 3.1) and scalability of each algorithm (Section 3.2). A second set of experiments has been conducted over five real-world data sets to report the running time, number of iterations, and memory usage in addition to each algorithm's quality metrics (Section 3.3). Quality of the algorithms is measured with four metrics computed either from the gold standard in the case of real-world data sets, or from the ground truth in synthetic data sets as The execution time is the total time to compute the truth discovery results, including initialization, convergence, eventual normalization, computation of source truthworthiness and value confidence. We re-implemented all the algorithms in Java 7 under a common implementation framework to test as accurately as possible their relative quality, performance, and behavior. Source codes are available in [2] . We ran experiments on 3 PCs with Intel Core i7-2600 processor (3.40GHz×8, 32GB).
Experiments on Synthetic Data
First, we generated synthetic data to evaluate the algorithms under a wide range of truth discovery scenarios. Table 4 summarizes the parameters we used to control the characteristics of the synthetic data set generation. In particular, we control the percentage and distribution of data items for which a source claims a value (Cov) and the number and distribution model of distinct values per data item (Conf). We also control the percentage and distribution model of true positive values per source (GT). This actually constitutes the ground truth we used for computing the quality metrics of the algorithms. Finally, we ran our experiments on 9,120 data sets generated with |S | = 50 and |D| = 1, 000: 10 data sets for each of the (3 × 8 × 2 × 19) possible configurations presented in Table  4 . Due to space limitation, only 8 configurations are presented in this section and in Fig. 1 -see [2] for more detailed and experimental results. Dependence between sources and value similarity were not the scope of this study since these aspects are considered only by TRUTHFINDER, ACCUSIM, and DEPEN. In the set of experiments on synthetic data, our objective is to identify the data set characteristics that have an impact on the quality of the algorithms, in particular: (1) the number of values claimed by the sources; (2) the number and distribution of distinct values per source, and (3) the type of distribution of true positive claims per data item. Fig. 1 shows the algorithms' precision average over 10 data sets for each configuration with an increasing number of distinct values per data item (from 2 to 20).
Source Coverage
We compare the quality of the truth discovery models for three types of source coverage: Uniform U25, U75, and Exponential. Uniform source coverage corresponds to the case where all the sources provide claims for respectively 25% or 75% of the data items. Exponential source coverage corresponds to a more realistic case where few sources provide claims for most of the data items and the majority of the remaining sources only covers very few data items 1 . We observe that increasing the source coverage from U25 to U75 generally increases the precision of all algorithms and fewer distinct values are needed to reach the same precision, except in two cases: (1) When the distribution of true positive claims is randomly distributed across the sources (GT=R), increasing the number of data items per source does not change the precision of any method; algorithms' precision for Cov=U25 and Cov=U75 are identical and merged in Fig. 1(a) irrespectively of the type of conflict distribution. Precision of all methods does not differ by more than 2% and decreases in both cases, Conf=U and Conf=E. (2) When the distribution of true positive claims is exponentially distributed across the sources (GT=E), precision of all methods remains contant and close to zero even when increasing the source coverage and the number of conflicts ( Fig.1 (f) ).
Conflict Distribution
In the case of exponentially distributed conflicts over the data items ( Fig. 1(a) for Conf=E line), many data items have very few conflicts, whereas few data items have lots of conflicts 2 . Exponential conflict distribution is interesting and realistic since some data items may be more controversial and have more conflicts than others. The majority of the claims in agreement generally help all the models to reach a precision greater than .50 in the worst cases, e.g., when the sources randomly tell the truth among lots of conflicts. In that case, for Conf=E and GT=R, we observe precision decreasing from .75 to .525 for all methods. For Conf=U and GT=R in Fig. 1(a) , all algorithms behave identically with decreasing precision below .50 (i.e., worse than random guessing). Comparing Fig.  1(c) and (g), we observe two effects when the conflict distribution 1 We define exponential coverage for source i as: (2) precision range becomes more compact within .2 precision interval.
Ground Truth Distribution
Finally, we control the distribution of true positive claims among the set of claims provided by each source and we generate synthetic data sets corresponding to 7 scenarios in addition to random (GT=R) such as: uniform (U25, U75), fully pessimistic (FP), 80-pessimistic (80P), fully optimistic (FO), 80-optimistic (80O), and exponential (E) as defined in Table 4 .
Random Ground Truth Distribution. As mentioned earlier, when true positive claims are randomly distributed across the sources, we observe that (1) none of the methods can be reliable when conflicts are uniformly distributed (decreasing precision below .50 in Fig 1(a) for Conf=U), and (2) increasing the source coverage or changing the distribution of conflicts per source (from uniform to exponential) does not improve the precision of any method, (3) algorithms' precision does not differ by 2% and decreases when the number of conflicts increases.
Uniform Ground Truth Distribution. For exponential source coverage and cases where the sources are equally saying the truth for 25% of the values they claim (GT=U25) in Fig. 1(b) , the precision of the methods increases with the number of conflicts. This trend is even more significant when the source coverage increases from uniform U25 to U75 since increasing the source coverage reduces the number of conflicts needed for comparable precision. 3-ESTIMATES has unstable results due to the instability of λ parameter setting. In Fig. 1(b) , for GT=U25 with exponential source coverage and exponential conflict distribution, all methods behave identically and reach .75 in the best case of 20 distinct values exponentially distributed across the data items. In Fig. 1(e) , when the sources are almost always, equally saying the truth (GT=U75), precision of all methods does not differ more than 2% (except 3-ESTIMATES) and reaches 1 irrespectively of the distribution type or number of conflicts.
Pessimistic Scenarios. In GT=FP scenarios of Fig. 1(c) ,(g), and (h), 80% of the sources always provide false claims and 20% always provide true claims. We observe that, for few conflictsi.e., less than 8 distinct values per data item for Cov=E in Fig. 1(c) , or 4 for Cov=U25 in Fig. 1(h) ) -most of the methods perform worse than random guessing with precision from .1 to .4 except COSINE which reaches a precision peak of .7 in Fig.1 (c) for 4 distinct values for Cov=E and .95 precision in Fig. 1 (h) for 3 distinct values for Cov=U25. In these two cases of source coverage, SIM-PLELCA outperforms all methods from 4 (for Cov=E) or 8 (for Cov=U25) distinct values. In Fig. 1(g) , for exponential source coverage and exponential conflict distribution, precision range of the methods increases with the number of conflicts from .5 to .72. And the compacting & lifting up effect of exponential conflict distribution on the precision of the methods is confirmed in GT=FP scenario of Fig. 1(g) . In FP and 80-P scenarios, the ordering of the methods based on precision remains constant: SIMPLELCA > AC-CUNODEP > GUESSLCA > TRUTHFINDER > 2-ESTIMATES > VOTING > COSINE. Precision of 3-ESTIMATES oscillates around or below .50 in FP and 80P scenarios in Fig. 1(c) and (d) . CO-SINE, VOTING, 2-ESTIMATES, TRUTHFINDER, and GUESSLCA behave similarly with close precision values. DEPEN and its variants (except ACCUNODEP) are deeply affected by random source dependence and have very low precision although increasing with the number of conflicts in Fig. 1(c) and (h). For fully pessimistic scenarios with few conflicts -either less than 4 distinct values uniformly distributed or less than 8 distinct values exponentially distributed-none of the methods has precision significantly better than random guessing. In the 80-Pessimistic scenario with exponential source coverage in Fig. 1(d) , SIMPLELCA maintains precision greater than .55 from 4 distinct values, whereas the other methods need at least 7 distinct values to reach .50 precision. Optimistic Scenarios. In GT=U75 scenario of Fig. 1 (e) with exponential source coverage and exponential conflict distribution, we observe that all methods have very similar, high precision close to 1 (except 3-ESTIMATES). We observe the same behavior with quasi-identical curves for GT=FO and GT=80O (see [2] for detail). In the case of optimistic scenarios with exponential source coverage and exponential conflict distribution, all methods do not differ in precision by 1% and excel with precision close to 1 except 3-ESTIMATES which oscillates from .9 to 1.
Exponential Ground Truth Distribution. This case represents the situation where one source always lies and one source always tells the truth for all the data items it covers and the remaining sources range from 1% to 99% of claims they provide being true 3 . 3 We define exponential ground truth for source i as: ∀i = 1, . . . , |S |, GT i = |D s i | e i/|S | −e 1/|S | e−e i/|S | In this case represented Fig. 1(f) , none of the methods is reliable even when the source coverage increases from U25 to U75. None of the existing methods can cope with a wide, continuous spectrum of source truthworthiness irrespectively of the source coverage and conflict distribution, which is somehow a bad news because we can expect, in practice, that the variety of online sources may correspond to a wide, potentially continuous range of source truthworthiness and exponential distribution of the true positive claims per source.
Scalability Experiments
To characterize the different algorithms' behavior in terms of scalability, we evaluate them using large synthetic data sets. Each reported time is the average of 10 executions over 10 different data sets of the same size and same configuration as Cov=U25-Conf=U-GT=R for which all methods obtain the same precision. We increased the number of data items from 100 to 10,000 and the number of sources from 1,000 to 10,000. The experiment with 10,000 sources and 10,000 data items (i.e., 100 millions claims) exceeded our main memory capacity and is not reported.
Let Sca D be the case with |S | = 1, 000 sources and |D| = 10, 000 data items. Let Sca S be the case with |S | = 10, 000 sources and |D| = 1, 000 data items. Fig. 2 shows two types of runtime behavior. Fig. 2(a) presents the models including source dependence computation (< 6,000 seconds). Fig. 2(b) presents the other algorithms (< 16 seconds). LTM lies between these two types of behavior with 256 seconds for Sca D and twice more (496 seconds) for Sca S and it is plotted in Fig 2(a) . For a large number of sources (|S | > 5, 000), the time for MLE and LCA models could not be reported since the algorithms obtained 0/0 undetermined form (NaN) for the value confidence and source truthworthiness computation. In Fig. 2(a) , DEPEN, ACCU, and ACCUSIM exhibit similar performance of linear scaling on the number of data items for 1,000 sources (Sca D in solid lines), but quadratic scaling on the number of sources (Sca S in dashed lines): from 5,492 seconds for DEPEN to 5,788 seconds for ACCUSIM. Fig. 2(b) shows the fastest algorithms with runtime below 12 seconds for Sca D and below 16 seconds for Sca S . For Sca D , MLE performs faster than COSINE and LCA models. 2-and 3-ESTIMATES are the slowest but they maintain almost the same execution times in the two cases, slightly lower for Sca S . For Sca S , ACCUNODEP is the slowest algorithm after 2-and 3-ESTIMATES. These results corroborate the time complexity analysis given in Table 3 . Finally, Fig. 2(b) From our scalability experiments, we can conclude that MA-JORITYVOTING and TRUTHFINDER perform best for truth discovery on our synthetic data sets. This concerns both the scaling on the number of data items and claims, as well as the scaling on the number of sources.
Experiments on Real-World Data
In this set of experiments, our goal is to compare quality metrics and performance of the algorithms on five real-world data sets. Table 5 shows the characteristics of these data sets and provides the quality metrics, number of iterations, execution time, and memory usage (with EL when exceeding the time or memory capacity limits of the experiments and NA when value confidence calculation underflows to zero and source truthworthiness computation produces NaN result). In Table 5 , red color indicates the best quality metrics, yellow highlight the winner based on maximal precision, green indicates the fastest execution and lowest memory consumption, whereas blue indicates the worst quality metrics, the slowest execution and the highest memory consumption. Results of MA-JORITYVOTING as the baseline are in black bold. Fig. 3 shows the distributions of claims per source (black line), true positive claims per source (red line), and distinct values per data items (green line). Book. The Book data set from [4] consists of 33,235 claims on the author names of 1,263 books by 877 book seller sources. The gold standard consists of 100 randomly sampled books for which the book covers were manually verified by the authors of [4] representing 100/1263 = 7.91% of the complete ground truth. Distributions are illustrated in Fig. 3(a) . A version of the Book data set has been formatted so that MLE could be compared. MLE reaches precision 1, accuracy 1, recall 1, and null specificity in 2 iterations and 661 milliseconds. It outperforms all methods including MA-JORITYVOTING when we compare the gain in precision versus the loss in execution time. 3-ESTIMATES is ranked in the second position for precision but first for specificity: this can be explained by the optimal tuning of its parameters for the Book data set. DEPEN models have the third position in terms of precision but expose prohibitive runtime due to source dependence computation. Even after 500 iterations, LTM has the lowest precision. Flight. The Flight data set from [11] consists of 2,864,985 claims from 38 sources on 34,652 flights for 6 attributes with distributions illustrated in Fig. 3(b) . The gold standard contained 16,134 true values which represents 7.76% of the complete ground truth. ACCU outperforms all methods for all quality metrics with the highest memory consumption but a reasonable runtime for 3 iterations compared to the average and the worse case of GUESSLCA in terms of time and number of iterations. However, ACCU is about 120 times slower than MAJORITYVOTING for only +.0906 precision increase.
Weather. The Weather data set from [4] consists of 426,360 claims from 18 sources on the Web for 5 attributes on hourly weather predictions for 49 US cities between January and February 2010 (Fig.  3(c) ). As gold standard, we used 30,170 claims from AccuWeather Web site which can cover 74.4% of the complete ground truth. AC-CUSIM and ACCU are penalized mainly because weather data are very similar by nature and the weight on similarity is misleading: they did not perform better than random guessing when sources make lots of false claims. However, TRUTHFINDER is the winner reaching .6443 precision after 1,238 milliseconds and 2 iterations, only 13 times slower than MAJORITYVOTING with +.0138 precision increase (Table 4) . Again GUESSLCA is the slowest almost doubling the average time in 11 iterations. Population. The Population data set from [12] consists of 49,955 claims extracted from Wikipedia edits from 4,264 sources ( Fig.  3(d) ). The gold standard used by the authors was 301 true values on the population from US Census representing .702% of the complete ground truth. ACCUNODEP outperforms all methods in 411 milliseconds and 4 iterations, 9 times slower than MAJORITYVOTING for +.0332 precision increase. ACCU is the slowest and ACCUSIM has maximal memory consumption due to similarity computation. Biography. We extended the Biography data set extracted from Wikipedia in [12] with 10,862,648 claims over 19,606 people and 9 attributes from 771,132 online sources (Fig. 3(e) ). The gold standard consists in 2,626 true values from authoritative sources representing .069% of the complete ground truth. Computing source dependence expose a prohibitive runtime (EL) and confidence computation by LCA models was not feasible (NA). Finally, 2-ESTIMATES has the best quality metrics in only 2 iterations but almost 10 times slower than MAJORITYVOTING for 5 times more memory usage and +.0023 precision increase. From Fig. 2 and Table 5 , we observe that all real-world data sets have exponential source coverage (Cov=E) and exponential distribution of their distinct values (Conf=E). To confront our findings from the experiments on synthetic data, we generate data sets mimicking the characteristics of the Book and Weather data sets in Fig.  4 with the advantage to generate the complete ground truth.
Optimistic scenarios. The sources of the Book data set generally have no interest in providing wrong information about their products and we can assume that their underlying ground truth distribution can either be 80-Optimistic or Fully Optimistic in the best case. Fig. 4(a) presents the precision of the algorithms for the Book data set with its original gold standard, as well as the averaged precision over 10 synthetic data sets generated with similar characteristics in terms of numbers of sources and data items for 80O and FO scenarios with maximum 20 conflicts exponentially distributed. All methods have very high precision for the optimistic scenarios with precision in the following 95% confidence intervals: [.9897;.9934] for GT=FO and [.9732;1] for GT=80O over the total number of true positive claims we generated. In that case, we can conclude that the results obtained from the synthetic data with complete ground truth corroborate the ones obtained from the gold standard of the Book data set. This gold standard has been carefully selected and we observe that it can be considered as a representative sample of the complete ground truth.
Pessimistic scenarios. In Table 5 , precision average for the Weather data set is (.6134 ± .0489), computed from a gold standard that was considered as an authoritative source. We generated many data sets with similar characteristics in terms of number of sources and data items, numbers and distributions of claims per source and distinct values per data items for a wide range of pessimistic scenarios. Fig. 4(b) represents the closest precision we could get for GT=U35. We can observe that precision obtained for the gold standard with 74.4% of the original data set size actually corresponds to the precision we can obtain with synthetic data sets generated for a scenario where 35% of the total number of claims provided by the sources uniformly are true positive claims. This leads us to put into perspective the authoritativeness of AccuWeather source as a gold standard, despite its coverage.
Finally, we observe that none of the considered algorithms has clear benefits over MAJORITYVOTING when we compare the gain in precision of the best method (+.0319 ± 0.0696) versus the loss in runtime (+17.97 ± 58.67) seconds in average for the five real-world data sets. Moreover, experiments on real-world data sets confirm our observations: the algorithms of our study have been originally designed to excel in optimistic scenarios with lots of conflicts (from maximum 11 to 60) exponentially distributed across all data items. For data sets where most of the sources provide false claims still with lots of conflicts, the methods precision is relatively low (from .6134 to .7072 in average). The experimental results obtained from real-world data sets corroborate the results we obtained from the experiments on the synthetic data sets and demonstrate that our framework and data set generator can help in cross-checking data set gold standards.
CONCLUSIONS
Reimplementing and extensively comparing 12 algorithms for truth discovery from multi-source, conflicting data was a challenging task, mainly due to the problems we faced to set up the experimental framework to compare all methods in a unified and fair way. Even so, we had to omit other existing algorithms related to source trust assessment [15] , Web link analysis [12] , and recent work on correlated data [14] and conflict resolution [10] . Our main conclusions are the following: (1) Stability and repeatability of the results are significant issues for LTM and 3-ESTIMATES. Fluctuations of their results are due to randomization in LTM and normalization in 3-ESTIMATES. Multiple executions of these algorithms are required to compute meaningful averages of the quality metrics. We also observed that parameter setting can dramatically impact the quality of these algorithms. (2) When the number of sources exceeds 5,000: LCA and MLE computation is not feasible (0/0) or exceeds the memory capacity limit for DEPEN, ACCU, and AC-CUSIM models. (3) All methods do not perform significantly better than random guessing when the data set has few conflicts per data item and a large number of non reliable sources (pessimistic scenarios). (4) Although MAJORITYVOTING can be misleading when sources are dependent, it remains the most efficient and scalable for a minor degradation in precision compared to the other methods that are from 9 (TRUTHFINDER) to 120 times (ACCU) slower.
Future work consists of extending this work in a number of fronts. Firstly, we hope that our synthetic data set generation framework can be used and extended for parameter setting, testing and in-depth evaluation of other existing or new algorithms in a variety of truth discovery scenarios (e.g., with controlling source dependence and value similarity). The main advantage of our framework is to control a complete ground truth (usually hard to get with realworld data sets) and mimic real-world truth discovery scenarios. Secondly, we can see many challenging research avenues for the next generation of truth discovery methods: (1) To improve scalability on the number of sources to be applicable to data from social networks and social media, (2) To improve the algorithms' precision for pessimistic scenarios when most of sources are not reliable and have few conflicting values, (3) To improve the usability and repeatability of the algorithms, either by simplifying the parameterization or combining multiple methods to find optimal parameter setting.
